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Microbiome composition aﬀects
1
human health

Microbiome-based medicine shows
3
promise for many human diseases

commensal microbes train immune system

fecal microbiota transplantation (FMT) relies on
successfully engrafting a set of "healthy" microbes
into a sick person's gut

imbalanced microbiome associated w/ obesity,
Crohn's disease, type-2 diabetes

FMT treats C. diﬃcile infection, ulcerative colitus;
can even improve immunotherapy outcomes

in Drosophila, microbiome composition causally
aﬀects ﬂy lifespan and fecundity2
The human microbiome is as unique as a ﬁngerprint,
but how was this variability established?

Stochastic microbiome assembly underpins FMT
treatments.

We demonstrate that this variability is at least partially
driven by stochastic microbiome assembly.

Our research helps answer the clinical question:
"Which microbes in an FMT will stick in a patient's gut?"

Variability in colonization outcomes even in
ﬂies identically reared, housed, and fed

Colonization odds are speciesand diversity-dependent
some bacterial species ( and ) are strong
colonizers; others ( ) are weak
single-species experiments are insuﬃcient
to capture colonization ability of bacterial
species
useful to know which species in an FMT are
strong colonizers (likely to stick) versus weak
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Colonization odds depend on
context
colonization odds of Acetobacter species ( , , )
are higher when fed with Lactobacillus species
( , ), and are lower when fed with other
Acetobacter species
inference of interactions between species
based on presence/absence patterns
useful to know which species in an FMT facilitate
versus inhibit another species' colonization

Model the probability of each
colonization outcome w/
independent marginal probs

Colonization model w/ contextspeciﬁc marginal probabilities

in general for

for marginal probabilities
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Colonization models w/ ﬁxed
marginal probabilities

Model performances

two-species experiments are suﬃcient to explain the
distribution of colonization outcomes in > 50% of
combinations (multinomial test, p > 0.05)
models with context-dependent interactions explain
colonization outcomes of 75% of combinations
modeling framework extendable to FMT treatments:
could guide the construction of personalized transplants
observed variation in patient outcomes following FMT in
part explained by distributions of colonization outcomes
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